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Abstract Complexity of IoT systems and tasks that are put before them require

shifts in the way resources and service provisioning are managed. The concept of

fog computing is introduced so as to enhance IoT systems scalability, reactivity,

efficiency and privacy. In this paper we present fog computing solution with con-

text aware decision-making procedures distributed between IoT cloud platform and

IoT gateways. The solution performs decision-making for smart actuation, based on

analysis of sensory data streams, and context informed fog computing resource and

service provisioning management based on topology changes. The state-of-the-art

mainly focuses either on smart actuation enabled through insightful data analysis

and machine learning, or on managing fog system itself in order to improve perfor-

mance and efficiency. Our solution showcases how one software framework can be

used to achieve both. Proof of concept experiments executed on a fog computing test-

bed validate our solutions performance in improving resilience and responsiveness

of the fog computing system in context of topology changes.
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1 Introduction

The importance of cloud computing in Internet of Things (IoT) systems cannot be

overstated. Scalability, robustness, computing and storage resources provided by the

cloud enabled revolution in smart sensing, monitoring and data analysis (DA) ser-

vices in the IoT domain. Another important segment of IoT systems are IoT gateways

(GWs) which provide an interface between the managed system and the cloud. The

legacy approach is to format collected sensory and contextual data at the gateways

and transport them to the cloud for analysis. Decisions made based on DA, per-

formed at the cloud, are then transferred to the GWs to be translated into execution

commands. This approach introduces several major issues limiting wider acceptance

of IoT: The Internet is still the best effort service and relying too much on the cloud

limits control of the whole process and introduces a single point of failure; Ineffi-

cient bandwidth usage; Latency in the decision-making (DM) chain; Privacy and

security. To address these challenges, modern IoT systems introduced the concept of

fog computing [1, 2].

Fog computing (see Fig. 1) is a decentralized architecture that brings computa-

tional resources and application services closer to data sources. It creates an environ-

ment for a new type of applications and services that rest on responsiveness, privacy

protection, location awareness, with improved quality of service for direct stream-

ing of data [3]. In IoT systems, fog computing aggregates and enables utilization of

locally available computing, communication and storage resources. A fog computing

system, like any other highly dynamic and distributed system, is vulnerable to node

and link failure. Network management approaches like software defined networking

and advanced routing protocols provide certain level of robustness. If the network

of IoT GWs performs only data formatting and bridging to the cloud platform, then

these network management solutions are very effective in overcoming topology dis-

turbances. But what happens when GWs are responsible for DA and reactive DM?

Load balancing and handover allow adapting the topology so as to compensate cov-

erage holes as a result of node/link failure.

Fig. 1 Fog computing architecture
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However, they cannot address the DM processes that go offline. One solution is

a failover mechanism towards the cloud platform. This is not always possible nor

desirable, especially for fog computing systems that rely on data privacy and low

latency. Therefore, the fog computing systems need a solution which allows partici-

pating nodes to take over not only data streams from their failing peers, but also DA

and DM processes. In this paper we present a software framework which provides a

solution to this challenge.

The presented solution employs a novel approach for scalable DA and hierarchi-

cally distributed DM for context-aware IoT services ensuring full adaptivity of the

fog computing processes to the dynamism of the environment. The IoT GWs repre-

sent a distributed fog computing environment and perform protocol translation, data

analysis, reactive DM and smart actuation.

The MQTT
1

protocol is used for data and command transportation. The cloud

platform hosts the main MQTT broker with the mechanism for orchestration of local

brokers deployed on IoT GWs and updating their publisher and subscriber bases in

line with topology changes. The introduced solution is based on the requirement that

each IoT GW in the fog system can take over sensors, analytical and DM processes

from surrounding GWs.

In Sect. 2 we present the analysis of related work. Next, in Sect. 3 we present our

software framework. Finally, we validate the presented solution through proof of

concept experiments.

2 Related Work

The importance of intelligent distributed computing in the IoT has been promoted

by many authors as a key technique to enable near real-time DA, reduce latency and

create independent, context-aware devices [4, 5]. The state-of-the-art mainly focuses

either on smart actuation enabled through insightful data analysis and machine learn-

ing, or on auto-managing a fog system in order to improve performance and effi-

ciency. Our solution showcases how one software framework can be used to achieve

both. A mission critical fog computing system must be resilient to constant node

failures and redundancy must be leveraged to substantially reduce the bandwidth

consumption and latency. While many authors stress out the importance of fog

nodes throughput [6, 7] through employing different approaches, we argue that cor-

rect node failure management and load balancing strategy, to ensure the stability

and resilience of fog systems are equally important, especially for context-aware,

mission-critical IoT fog systems.

While authors of [8] tackle node failure management, their attention is rather on

enabling computational continuity than on distributing the workload of the failed

node. Computational continuity is a much more complex challenge when taking

into account the fact that different GWs have different roles in an IoT system. The

1
Message Queuing Telemetry Transport: http://www.mqtt.org.

http://www.mqtt.org
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system restores optimal performance as soon as the node is back online, however

works with noted lowered accuracy while nodes are offline. Our fog computing soft-

ware framework is used for realization of services and applications for end users

and the managed system (i.e. smart building, home automation and microgrid) and

for context-aware management of fog computing resources (storage, computing and

networking) and processes. The introduced solution focuses on enhancing system

capabilities for detecting and acting upon node failure. When a fog computing node

fails, other capable nodes will automatically pick up the pace, according to the load-

balancing strategy decided on the cloud.

3 Context Aware Resource Management in the Fog

The presented solution is comprised of three main mechanisms (see Fig. 2). There is

a MQTT publish/subscribe framework distributed across two hierarchical layers, a

Soft sensors approach for scalable and hierarchically distributed DA [9, 10], as well

as context informed DM for smart actuation and fog system management.

The main feature of the presented fog computing solution is its’ adaptability to

the changing context in the controlled IoT system and fog topology. This is achieved

through dynamic, context informed management of the fog resources where DM is

distributed between the IoT GWs and the IoT cloud platform. The cloud platform

manages all of the IoT GWs deployed in the fog system and maintains overall topol-

ogy tables.

3.1 Publish/Subscribe Mechanism—MQTT

Publish/subscribe mechanisms are a suitable choice for machine-to-machine corre-

spondence due to loose coupling and simple communication architecture [11]. One

of the widely accepted standards is the MQTT protocol which passes messages

between multiple clients through a central broker. It has a strong foothold in IoT

and fog computing systems [12, 13].

In our solution, MQTT is in charge of bridging IoT GWs and ensuring commu-

nication with the cloud broker (see Fig. 2). There is a local broker on each GW and

every DA and machine learning process is implemented as a software module with

MQTT publish and subscribe functionality. Also, physical sensors connected to IoT

GWs have virtual representation in the GW system with integrated MQTT publisher,

which is achieved with the local FHEM server
2
. Local MQTT bridging enables inter-

nal and external exchange of sensory and contextual data, analytical results and actu-

ation commands. DA and DM processes from one IoT GW can access results and

physical sensor readouts from another GW through the local network. There is no

2
FHEM: http://www.fhem.de.

http://www.fhem.de
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Fig. 2 Proposed solution

need for transmitting data streams to the cloud. Subscriber processes on IoT GWs are

listening for MQTT Last Will and Testament messages, enabling detection of peers

that have disconnected from the network ungracefully. The cloud based MQTT bro-

ker is used for distributing policy updates towards the local brokers (broker lists,

handover tables and DM policies). This enables a high level of customization of

how a local level decision algorithm operates (i.e. set a new thresholds or statistical

reasoning rule). Also, the cloud MQTT broker receives IoT GW status data enabling

it to maintain up to date topology tables.

3.2 Soft Sensor Approach for Distributed Data Analysis

Presented solution distributes complex DA models, featured in many IoT systems,

across self contained software modules performing simple analytical processes and
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exposing results through a REST API. We call these software modules ‘soft sensors’

[9, 10].

Soft sensors are hierarchically deployed which allows the creation of analytical

chains where each step in the DA chain provides deeper insight into the context of the

managed IoT system. Following this logic, our solution deploys 1st layer soft sensors

on IoT GWs and upper layers on the cloud platform. Soft sensors are implemented

as modules comprising MQTT publisher, subscriber and assigned DA operation (see

Fig. 2). The first layer soft sensors in our solution perform simple comparison of data

coming from physical sensors which are connected to the GWs. Soft sensors publish

their results to the local MQTT broker making them available to the upper layer soft

sensors for deeper statistical reasoning. The 1st layer soft sensors subscribe to the

MQTT publishers implemented as virtual representation of physical sensors. Upper

layer soft sensors subscribe to the lower layer soft sensor modules as well as virtual

representation of sensor primitives.

IoT GW runs a subset of all soft sensors for the fog computing system based on

the set of appointed sensors and smart actuation/DM requirements. Other soft sensor

modules are dormant and activated when there is a need to address the topology

changes (i.e. node outage).

3.3 Context Informed Decision-Making

Reactive DM is based on sensory data streams and extracted information. It enables

smart actuation processes and fog system adaptivity to topology changes. Our solu-

tion employs reactive as well as proactive DM, which is more strategic and policy

oriented. Based on system monitoring, the proactive algorithms produce updated

actuation policies and fog computing system topology tables and handover oppor-

tunities. Reactive DM algorithms have two roles in the implemented fog computing

solution. The first role is focused on smart actuation and notifications towards the

end users based on outputs of soft sensors. The second group manages the fog com-

puting system itself. Based on status of the IoT GWs and their surroundings, reactive

DM algorithms conduct sensor stream and process handover.

Figure 3 shows a flow diagram of the solution for managing topology updates

and performing handover of processes between GWs. When MQTT subscriber of

a locally implemented process cannot access a topic from the predefined publisher,

it will start the round robin procedure for checking if the topic is available on its’

immediate neighbours. The list of immediate neighbours is managed by the cloud.

The subscriber will ping the local broker on each node maximum 5 times to trigger

a handover on the selected neighbouring node(s). This procedure signalizes the DM

process for managing handovers to start local physical sensor virtualization mod-

ule on a neighbouring IoT GW. Next it will start the soft sensor and DM modules

originating from the failed node on neighbouring node(s). Finally, it will update the

local brokers. The cloud platform constantly monitors status of IoT GWs and detects

failing nodes. It then waits a period of time for fog based failover mechanisms to
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Fig. 3 Failover management and topology update mechanism

converge. If the problem is not locally resolved after the defined period, the cloud

system will bypass local DM process and update local MQTT brokers.

We argue that this software framework can be successfully utilized for: 1. per-

forming smart actuation and context informed notification services towards end users

and administrators of the underlying system (i.e. smart building, smart home, etc.);

and 2. enabling adaptivity in the fog system itself through context informed failover

and handover management.

4 Experiments and Results

The proof of concept testbed is set up as a fog computing system required to provide

the highest level of privacy (all sensory data stay in the edge) while ensuring 50%

robustness, meaning that the fog computing system maintains full operation in case

that half of IoT GWs fail. The following features of the presented fog computing

solution are validated in the proof of concept experiments: 1. Ability of IoT GWs

to take over sensory data streams from failing node; 2. Ability of IoT GWs to take

over DA and DM processes from failing nodes; 3. Fog computing systems capability

to maintain all analytical and DM processes in case of topology changes ensuring

required level of privacy.

Let’s assume there are n DA processes and m DM processes in the fog comput-

ing system uniformly distributed between g IoT GWs. Each GW operates n∕g soft

sensors and m∕g DM processes. Each DA process is linked with one DM process

(actuation, notification or topology update). Because of the MQTT mechanism con-

figuration, they do not need to reside on the same node. Further on, we assume that

each soft sensor and DM process require the same amount of CPU and RAM load (c
and r respectively) and approximate linear dependency between system CPU/RAM

load and the number of processes. The topology of the fog computing system that we

analyze here is such that each GW has at least two neighbouring nodes. If one GW

fails, the remaining GWs need to take over its’ sensory data streams and (n + m)∕g
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Fig. 4 Deployed fog computing testbed

processes. Our topology update algorithm will first try to distribute these processes to

the neighbouring GWs and then increase hop by one until all processes are assigned.

Therefore, neighbouring nodes will take on them additional c ⋅ (n + m)∕g CPU and

r ⋅ (n + m)∕g RAM load.

For a simple simulation we observe a fog computing system with 20 GWs, 50 DA

and 50 DM processes. Each GW is burdened with the number of processes set by

the context in which the IoT system operates. The topological distribution of GWs

reflects the context-awareness feature of the fog system in contrast to pure fault toler-

ance/redundancy improvement. In order for system to work at full capacity, all GWs

should be able to run instances of all processes, which is not the case. Assuming that

a GW can run maximum 10 processes, if 2 GWs, with 5 processes each (10%) fail,

10 processes can be distributed to two neighbouring nodes. Following this logic, and

with proper topological distribution of failing nodes, we can conclude that 10 GWs

(50%) can fail and all processes will remain active, with the remaining 10 GWs

working at full capacity, with 0 downtime and no additional cost for maintaining

redundancy.

Now, we test the presented logic on the testbed comprised of cloud platform (vir-

tual machine deployed on the Google Compute Engine—GCE VM), four IoT GWs

deployed on Raspberry Pi 3 platform, 6 EnOcean
3

sensors (902 MHz, temperature

and contact), 3 EnOcean switches, 6 relays, IP router and a smartphone with custom

mobile application (see Fig. 4). The testbed integrates MQTT framework (Mosquito

library
4
) with hierarchically distributed brokers, the Project Haystack

5
data model

and API, low energy bluetooth presence detection soft sensor, and DA and DM mod-

ules deployed on GWs and GCE VM.

3
EnOcean: http://www.enocean.com.

4
Mosquitto: http://www.mosquitto.org.

5
Haystack: http://www.haystacktechnologies.com.

http://www.enocean.com
http://www.mosquitto.org
http://www.haystacktechnologies.com
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To test the presented handover and failover processes, the testbed includes the

following redundancy enablers: 1. 802.11n mesh networking between IoT GWs next

to the wired connection to the local switch; 2. Three GWs equipped with two relays

enabling them to take over actuation process from a failing node with proper local

wiring. GCE VM communicates with all testbed devices and runs algorithms for

policy-update at the lower levels together with algorithms for GWs failure detec-

tion. The smartphone app notifies the end user about network issues and actuation

processes success. Thanks to the large coverage area and broadcasting nature of EnO-

cean technology sensors and configuration of local FHEM servers, IoT GWs are able

to automatically pick up sensors originally assigned to nodes that have failed. Our

coverage tests indicate that EnOcean sensors have range of up to 20 m in a closed

space [14] which makes the proof of concept experiment even more relevant for real

world deployments like smart buildings.

The testbed integrates simple DM scripts which combine one or more physical

sensors and soft sensors for real time actuation: 1. Comparing temperature read-

ing with a threshold; 2. Comparing temperature readings of two selected sensors; 3.

Combination of a temperature sensor reading and status of a contact sensor and/or

switch; 4. Combination of a temperature sensor reading and bluetooth presence

detection. Different outcomes of these analysis procedures trigger different actua-

tion actions (notification or relay trigger) in DM modules. Development of more

complex DM processes will be a part of our future work.

In order to validate ability to adapt the fog computing system to topology changes

(node failures) we have tested all possible combinations of one, two and three GWs

failing. We have made measurements of CPU/RAM and network load. We have also

monitored output of all system soft sensors and DM processes through the smart-

phone app, which is part of the local MQTT framework. Figure 5 presents results

for four experimental steps: step 1 (GW1 fails), step 2 (GW1 and GW2 fail), step 3

(GW2 and GW3 fail) and step 4 (all but GW4 fail). It is evident that the deployed

fog computing system is capable of withstanding failure of all but one IoT GW (75%

redundancy). The system load is balanced between working IoT GWs in each exper-

imental step. GW4 has enough capacity even when it takes over all processes.

Our research hypothesis, followed throughout this paper, is that a software frame-

work comprising hierarchically distributed MQTT brokers and DA (achieved through

soft sensors) improves resilience and responsiveness of the fog computing system. It

also enables management of privacy by not requiring fog systems to send all sensory

data towards the cloud platform. By packaging DM and DA algorithms as contained

software modules with MQTT publish and subscribe procedures we have created a

basis for enabling migration of all fog computing processes between nodes partici-

pating in the system. Our approach requires that all IoT GWs are configured so as to

include all DM processes some being active and other on standby at each time. The

presented failover mechanism (Fig. 3) addresses topology changes so as to balance

the load and perform sensor and process handover to able nodes. The fog computing

system utilizing our resource and process management framework depends on the

cloud platform just for policy updates and is capable of performing all reactive DM

processes independently even when 50% of participating GWs fail.
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Fig. 5 a CPU and RAM load. b Message load

We are aware that the proposed fog computing solution seems very situational in

a sense that it requires careful system and topology planning. However, the proof

of concept experiments show that it provides a solid basis for a generic solution

enabling robustness in fog data streams as well as DM processes with one fog com-

puting software framework.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a software framework for management of resources

and service provisioning in the fog computing systems. We have deployed the proof

of concept testbed and conducted experiments showcasing the solutions ability to

perform smart actuation and notification services as well as context informed failover

and handover management between IoT GWs. The proof of concept experiments

validate the solutions ability to adapt to changes in the fog system topology and per-

form timely failover and handover. For the future work we will deploy the developed

solution in the smart building testbed comprising 150 apartments which will include

around 200 IoT GWs. Finally, our strategy is to integrate cloud based management of

fog computing topology and resource distribution with software defined networking

(SDN) controller and OpenFlow enabled switches (already initiated in [9, 10]).
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